Rc.No. 4/14/ I-3
SUBJECT NO.51
Sub :- VUDA – VSP- Providing the premises of Vaisakhi Kala Vedika in
the VUDA Park to conduct the aerobic classes – Allotment on
lease initial period of 6 Months – Ratification – Requested.
****
AGENDA NOTE :
It is to submit that Dr. P.Srirama Srinivas (PT), a Physiotherapist and
Fitness Trainer and founder – director of Fit India Campaign, represented to
VUDA that he is working to improve fitness consciousness among people of all
age groups by spreading right bio-mechanics, aerobics, strengthening and
flexibility exercises, breathing exercises and instant relaxation techniques,
vide his letter dated16-12-2014, making a request that he is planning to
conduct aerobic classes in the park between 5 AM to 9 AM and requested
VUDA to provide premises of VAISAKHI KALAVEDIKA in the VUDA park to
conduct classes and showed his willingness to pay Rs.1500 per month towards
rent.
The request of the applicant has been examined in detail and vide
note orders dated 21-01-2014 in Rc.No.4/2014/I-3, permission is accorded to
conduct the classes between 5AM to 9AM on the condition that the
applicant pays Rs.2,000/- towards monthly rent which includes electricity
charges too. The permission was accorded initially for a period of six months
from 27-01-2014 with a condition to initially watch and observe the conduct
of classes to take a decision on regular lease basis. Proceedings were issued
in this regard vide Rc.No.4/14/I-3, dt23-01-2014 stipulating the following
conditions.
1. They should use the Vaisakhi Kala Vedika between 5AM to 9AM only.
2. To put up Name Boards.
3. Permission is accorded for a period of 6 months only from 27-01-2014 at
a licence fee of Rs. 2000/- per month (including Rent & Electricity).
4. No damage should be caused to the Properties of VUDA during the
Classes.
5. No inconvenience should be caused to the Visitors.
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6. The programmer should keep the premises neat and clean and
cooperate with the staff.
7. No transport is allowed inside the park.
8. The VC, VUDA has got right to cancel the permission at any time
without assigning any reasons.
Hence, the above matter is placed before VUDA Board for ratification.
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VUDA- VSP- Estt. - Providing of Security and other
Services arrangements to various VUDA Establishments
-Tenders Invited - Tender Accepted - Ratification- Reg.
Ratified the action taken.
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VUDA― VSP― Revenue Section― Allotrnent of 6656 S.Ft in
2nd floor MVP Sector - 72 in favour of IGNOU - renewal
of Licence Period
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- Approval -

VUDA - VSP- Providing the premises of Vaisakhi Kala
Vedika in the VUDA Park to conduct the aerobic classes -

Ratification
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The proposal of extension is considered for IGNOU as
proposed.

Reg.

Allotment on lease initial period
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Months

Ratified the action taken.

Requested.

Engg - VUDA - Construction of Fly-over (ROB) at
(Gopalapatnam to Kothapalern), \risakhapatnani duiy
sharing the cost in the ratio of 40:30:30 between
Government, GVMC and VUDA including proportionate

ratio of Railway portion- Administrative
accorded by Government
Board for perusal - Reg.

- Draft subject

Sanction
placed before

Perused the matter.
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